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ERRATA

TO: DCES: EXAMINATIONS (ALL DISTRICTS)
PRINCIPALS: SCHOOLS OFFERING ECONOMICS PAPER 1

FROM: (A)DIRECTOR: ASSESSMENT AND EXAMINATION
Ms N.C. LEHLAKANE

SUBJECT: ERRATA: MARKING MEMORANDUM FOR GRADE 11 NSC
NOVEMBER EXAMINATIONS FOR ECONOMICS PAPER 1

DATE: 16 NOVEMBER 2016

1. This is to inform all institutions offering Economics Paper 1 in Grade 11 for the 2016 National Senior certificate Provincial Common examinations regarding the marking procedure for the subject due to errors reported.

2. Although every effort is undertaken to ensure error free question papers with accompanying marking guidelines, it is with regret that we have to inform you regarding the following in the MARKING GUIDELINE only:

   **QUESTION 1**
   **TOTAL NUMBER OF MARKS AFFECTED = 4**
   **Multiple Choice questions**
   1.1.1 The correct answer is B (instead of C as indicated on the memo)
   1.1.2 The correct answer is B (instead of A as indicated on the memo)

3. All inputs received were considered and evaluated by subject experts.

4. Kindly contact Ms N. Mbeleki via email at nomvuyo.mbeleki@ecdoe.gov.za.

5. Your continuous service to the learners in the Eastern Cape is appreciated.

Yours in Quality Education.

(A)DIRECTOR: ASSESSMENT AND EXAMINATION
Ms N.C. LEHLAKANE

16 November 2016
DATE